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ABSTRACT
As social media services are on the rise, people increasingly share information about emergencies on
social media. Sometimes information about disasters even finds its way faster to social media websites
than it reaches regular news companies and emergency services. Yet emergency services still have not
found a way to put this potential to an effective use. Within our project “EmerGent”, we are developing a
system for emergency services to process and analyse information from social media. The goal is to
collect the vast amount of data generated in social networks during a crisis, evaluate the quality of this
information and to transform the high volume of noisy data into a low volume of rich content that can be
presented to emergency personnel in a useful manner. In this paper, we describe the steps taken during
the development process of an ontology that covers the fields of social media and emergency
management (SMEM) and the structure of this ontology itself. Also a solution for the measurement and
description of information quality in form of a graph is explained, where an overall information quality
value is calculated based on several criteria and indicators.
KEYWORDS
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1. INTRODUCTION
Social media services grow exponentially each year. Facebook as the largest social network,
receiving 85% of the clicks on social media websites (Statista 2016), shows ever growing
numbers of monthly active users (Facebook 2016). And Twitter for instance had more than
100 million active users in 2011, posting 230 million tweets a day. One year later, the number
of active users and the number of tweets per day had doubled (Etherington 2012). This means,
that the general usage of social media is getting more and more important to share
information. Additionally, Twitter has a history of breaking important stories before
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traditional news media (Petrovic et al. 2013). Hence, to handle the vast amount of data,
information from social media streams has to be transformed into a low volume but rich
information model. Because of the huge amount of potentially useful data created on a variety
of social networks, direct usage of social media is impracticable to extract useful information.
Hence, advanced filter techniques are required (Pirolli 2009). This need is amplified by the
fact that even the main social network providers are using different concepts for
communication, information sharing and the establishment of relationships. The concept of
relations between users in social networks is also implemented in different ways. Beside
‘friendship’ relations, users are able to come together in groups, follow other users and
institutes, or can share information publicly for everyone to see.
With requirements on data processing and information querying continuously growing,
several approaches have emerged to represent machine-readable information. When file-based
approaches reached their limits in structuring data, relational databases became popular
(Martinez-Cruz et al. 2012); however, these are not well suited to the challenges of semantic
processing. With the emergence of the Semantic Web, the role of semantic technologies
became increasingly important. The Semantic Web is often discussed as the predecessor of
novel concepts like the “Internet Of Things” and “Ubiquitous Computing”. It extends the
network of hyperlinked human-readable web applications by machine-readable metadata
about applications and how they are related to each other (World Wide Web Consortium
(W3C) 2009). It standardises the way to build semantically enriched applications and can be
used to build them on the top of vocabularies, taxonomies and ontologies. (World Wide Web
Consortium (W3C) 2009) Ontologies, which define a set of representational primitives with
which to model a domain of knowledge or discourse (Gruber 2009), provide a very effective
way to structure and categorise knowledge. This means “an ontology is an explicit
specification of a conceptualization” (Gruber 1993). In emergency response, ontologies can
also unify and normalise data from different resources, e.g. social media, syntactically and
semantically and associate it with emergency domain knowledge. Furthermore, on-going
research has shown that the need for a common understanding of concepts within and across
domains is important to avoid misunderstandings (Galton & Worboys 2011; Grolinger et al.
2011). They help to create meaningful relationships between information resources and to
allow machines to process, infer, or combine the information from different sources
automatically into a consistent body of knowledge.
These ontology features are needed for our project, as social media offers many
information sources to enhance social media awareness. People in the affected area are able to
report about the situation and emergency services can use social media information for
decision support. Social media may also help in understanding the overall situation (Yin et al.
2012; Houston et al. 2015). Social media communication can also allow emergency services to
get in direct contact with citizens and forward important information. While many emergency
and healthcare services already try to use social media for information gathering and authority
to citizen communication (Thackeray et al. 2012; Reuter, Ludwig, et al. 2016), the full
potential of these networks is still not used. Emergency services fight to keep up with the huge
and daily growing load of unfiltered social media messages and try to gather valuable
information, while forwarding important information to citizens. Meanwhile citizens already
have a very positive attitude towards social media and its use during emergencies. A large
majority of citizens also thinks that emergency services should use social media for
emergency information communication. (Spielhofer & Reuter 2015)
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Often ontologies are built from scratch, which does not tap the existing potential of
relevant, domain-related knowledge bases. Thus ontologies are often implicitly tailored to a
specific need (Bontas et al. 2005). To facilitate information exchange with external systems,
projects or domains it is necessary that new developments build upon existing standards.
Therefore information models like FOAF (Brickley & Miller 2010), SIOC (Bojars & Breslin
2009) or MOAC (Limbu 2012) must be considered in order to build an ontology that
associates information from social media with domain knowledge.
So far, there is no ontology in existence that unifies information from social media with the
emergency domain and enhances it with additional information and emergency domain
knowledge adequately. This forces us to design an ontology that serves exactly this purpose by
extending existing ontologies. This paper describes a subset of the requirements placed in the
ontology we developed, the evaluation process of existing ontologies in this area, as well as
the development and structure of the ontology. This ontology handles social media in
emergency management (SMEM) and is therefore abbreviated SMEM ontology.
The research done for this work is part of the European Union’s Seventh Framework
Programme funded project “Emergency Management in social media Generation”, short
“EmerGent”. The project aims to analyse the impact that social media has during emergencies.
The project regards positive impacts, as well as negative ones. In the end, the goal is to
enhance the objective and perceived safety and security of citizens before, during and after
emergencies. In EmerGent, we work on several sub objectives to realize this goal. We regard
the gathering and mining of information, especially from social media, the quality assessment
of emergency related information, the analysis of social media use in emergencies today and
potentials for the future, assessment of social media impact and the development of guidelines
for emergency management services and their implementation in emergency management
processes.
By completing these objectives, EmerGent will strengthen the role of European companies
that provide services and products related to the project’s results. During the project, the
means to gather, mine and evaluate vast amounts of data, effectively interlink it with other,
already gathered information and to associate it with emergency domain knowledge, are being
developed. The linking of information allows us to effectively query the data using the
semantic querying language SPARQL and to make sophisticated conclusions.
The following figure (Figure 1) describes the concept that is pursued in EmerGent.
Especially it shows the current state of the relations between stakeholders, methods and tools
and the objectives and tasks during which the current state will be analysed and changed into
the final state that is set as the goal for the future.
As described before, one of the main goals of EmerGent is to assess the impact of social
media in emergencies for citizens and emergency services (Figure 1: Erro! A origem da
referência não foi encontrada.O1). This assessment is based on the results of an analysis of
social media in emergencies (Figure 1: O2), where citizens and emergency services participate
in workshops, case studies and questionnaires, and where as well past emergencies are
analysed regarding social media usage. To handle the vast amount of data that is gathered as
part of EmerGent, methods will be developed for information mining and for assessing
information quality (Figure 1: O3). Finally, based on all research done before, we develop
guidelines that help stakeholders to understand the benefits of social media in emergencies
(Figure 1: O4), and how to integrate social media into their process on different levels (Figure
1: O5).
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Figure 1: General EmerGent concept

The research in this paper was done as part of the “Novel Emergency Management” Task
(O3) and the overall EmerGent IT-System. As described above, the goal of objective 3 is to
develop and deploy methods for information gathering, mining and quality assessment. In this
paper, a special focus is placed on the SMEM ontology, its creation and design, as well as
important parts and methods that were considered or developed in the process, e.g. a graph
that is included in the ontology and enables EmerGent to assess information quality, which is
crucial for the use of information obtained from social media.

1.1 Related Work
There have been and there are several research projects underway, that regard the use of social
media or social media data in emergencies. Project Pronto (Löffler 2009) especially
researched event recognition and resource management in general, but also in emergencies.
Project Slándáil researches natural crises (e.g. floods, hurricanes) and to analyses how social
media can be better used to spread messages about the worst affected areas during these crises
(Slándáil 2015). SecInCoRe , an FP7 project, aims to build a common information base for
emergency services (SecInCoRe 2016).The RESCUE project researches the use of social
media and reactions to social media messages by communicators during emergencies
(RESCUE 2016). The SUPER project aims to understand citizens’ reactions against
emergencies in social media, while at the same time empowering security forces and civil
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protection agencies to fully leverage social media in their operations (SUPER 2016). The
DISASTER project researched emergency management, but regarded emergency information
exchange as well, aiming to reduce misunderstandings between emergency responders. In
addition, an ontology has been developed that describes common knowledge and concepts
related to emergencies and the stakeholders involved in a crisis (DISASTER 2015;
DISASTER 2012). Ontologies have already been thoroughly researched and many domains
and applications, such as the semantic web, personal assistant programs and artificial
intelligence, profit from the use of ontologies. For the social media domain as well as the
emergency domain, several ontologies are in existence. These ontologies are often used to
represent the knowledge domain. From the social media domain, ontologies like the FriendOf-A-Friend ontology (Brickley & Miller 2010) and the Semantically-Interlinked Online
Communities ontology (Bojars & Breslin 2009) are common examples for this domain and
have been reviewed in the literature research. Both ontologies describe the structure and
functions of social networks. Regarding the emergency domain, ontologies like the
Management of a crisis vocabulary (Limbu 2012), EMERGEL (DISASTER 2012) and
EDXL-RESCUER (Barros et al. 2015) have been reviewed. The ontologies from the
emergency domain treat small parts of the domain, such as information exchange or the
description of situations. However, these ontologies only handle the corresponding domain, or
just a part of it, while the SMEM ontology aims to combine both domains and cover a larger
part of these domains.

2. METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH
The SMEM ontology has to be understood as an ontology that connects the information
generated by citizens on social media platforms and emergency services on an information
level. It is part of the EmerGent IT system and offers a solution for emergency services to
handle social media, combine social media information with emergency domain knowledge.
This solution allows for the gathering and processing of emergency relevant social media
information for use in emergency management, as well as two-way communication between
citizens and authorities (Moi et al. 2015). Several ontologies describe either social media or
emergencies. A unified ontology that covers both domains adequately does not exist and is
direly needed to effectively put information from social media to use in emergency
management and help the responders during an operation. Therefore, the emergency and the
social media domains have to be considered simultaneously. Before developing the ontology,
the main stakeholders for this topic were identified, then the development of the ontology took
place in three steps.
First, in cooperation with the main stakeholders, the emergency services and the citizens,
we developed a set of requirements, scenarios and use-cases, which needed to be regarded
during the development of the ontology. Secondly, we used these requirements to evaluate
already existing ontologies and standards that describe either social media or emergencies that
could be usefully included in our final SMEM ontology and that enable the linking of both
domains. E.g. Tweets and other social media messages can be linked to emergencies, such as a
fire or a flooding. Meanwhile, we also researched potential methods to measure information
quality and ways to implement it into the SMEM ontology. The evaluation of information
quality is important, as a lot of noise and false information is created during catastrophes
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(Shrivastav et al. 2012; Hiltz & Plotnick 2013). Therefore, it is important to filter such noise
and enable emergency services to make decisions based on trustworthy information. Finally,
after the evaluation of these ontologies, we built a mapping between domain-related
information and information from social media and designed a first draft of the SMEM
ontology, which also contains the possibility to represent information quality as a graph. To
map this information, semantical relations are used, which are represented by data and object
properties in the ontology. These properties function as predicates and link the different
entities in form of triplets with a subject, a predicate and an object. E.g. “Fire alert” (subject)
has a “source” (predicate) “Facebook Post” (object).

3. DEVELOPING OF THE SMEM ONTOLOGY WITH IQ
ASPECTS
This section deals with the development of the SMEM ontology and the information quality
component. First, the requirements and use-cases that were developed for this ontology in
cooperation with a group of experts will be explained. Next, the process of evaluating existing
ontologies that fit in the emergency or social media domain, as well as the assessment of
common emergency data exchange formats is described. Finally, the information quality part
of the SMEM ontology is covered, which helps assessing the quality and content of
user-generated content from social networks and is crucial for the use of this information in
the emergency context.

4. REQUIREMENTS & USE-CASES
As emergency services are the most relevant stakeholders of the IT system, they had an active
part in the definition of requirements. For this purpose, we selected a group of 19 experts from
ten European countries. This group of experts is called the End-user Advisory Board (EAB)
and serves as a platform by which the experts in the domain of social media and emergency
management can share their vision, expertise and domain knowledge. They can give feedback
and their advice is captured. Citizens were also regarded as the requirements were defined.
Citizens are not the end-users of the IT system, but are seen as stakeholders of this project and
therefore their opinion is important for the design of the SMEM ontology.
The final IT system is supposed to show emergency services alert related posts, which can
be seen in the following mock up (Figure 2). The ontology has to help in classifying and
categorizing the gathered data in order to make it properly usable for this system.
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Figure 2. Mock-up of the IT system's frontend

The result of workshops held with the EAB and citizens was a set of two main use-cases
for the ontology and a list of requirements that were placed in the SMEM ontology. For the
ontology, two main use cases were identified. The first use case regards the communication
from citizens to authorities (C2A). During emergencies, considering this use case, citizens can
share information within social media as done in the past but with the possibility and with the
awareness that their contribution may help emergency services during emergency handling.
This means, that citizens have two possibilities to interact with emergency services. The first
possibility is to share relevant information in the same way as before, by posting it publicly on
a social media platform. ES can then gather this public information and use it. To draw the
attention of an ES to a post, the citizens can use hashtags and mentions. Using a mention,
citizens link the social media page of an ES, which then automatically gets notified. The
second way is to send the information directly to ES, e.g. via a direct message. The second use
case describes authorities to citizens (A2C) communication. Here the authorities can speak to
the citizens directly and can share information about incidents or guidelines. This also can take
place directly or indirectly. ES have the possibility to get into contact with certain individuals
by directly messaging them. Here they can directly spread or ask for information. ES also can
publish information on a social media platform, which represents the indirect way to share
information.
The two most important requirements that became known were the possibility to add
multimedia files to created alarms and to evaluate the information quality of social media
information. The addition of multimedia files, like photographs, videos and audio files
represents a huge advantage that results from the connection of social media and emergency
services. Citizens get the ability to share information with the emergency services, and
emergency services can gain the ability to gain an impression of an incident, even before the
situation has been reconnoitred. At the same time, the consideration of information quality,
especially the trustworthiness of an author and a post in social media is regarded as important.
The information about the quality of a post gives the emergency services the ability to assess,
whether a post depicts the truth about a situation and if a post should be taken seriously
(Akerkar et al. 2016). Figure 3 depicts the exemplary logical structure of a post and appended
information, such as media files, connected alerts and information quality.
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Figure 3. Connection of social media information with an exemplary alert

5. EMERGENCY DATA EXCHANGE FORMATS AND
EXISTING ONTOLOGIES
During the literature research, we realized that both, the emergency and the social media
domain were already well researched and thoroughly described with ontologies and standards.
In the emergency domain, ontologies, like the Management of a Crisis vocabulary (MOAC)
(Limbu 2012), and the standard HXL, the Humanitarian Exchange Language (Kessler &
Hendrix 2015), already describe many different aspects of emergencies and emergency
management. In the domain of social media, commonly ontologies used to describe social
networks are the Friend-of-a-friend vocabulary (FOAF) (Brickley & Miller 2010) and SIOC,
the vocabulary for Semantically-Interlinked Online Communities (Bojars & Breslin 2009).
Besides these well-known and common ontologies, many other ontologies exist in the
emergency service and social media domain, and many more can be used to describe other
aspects of these domains, e.g. the BasicGeo ontology, which describes the World Geodetic
System in its 1984 revision (Brickley 2003). To evaluate all these already existing ontologies
and to assist in the decision, whether the ontologies could or should be used in our SMEM
ontology, we needed to regard and potential use-cases for our ontology and define
requirements for the ontology and the ontologies that should be used in it.
Additionally, many countries already implement standards to communicate information
about disasters and alerts. To exchange emergency related information between different and
international senders and receivers, standards have to be chosen and adhered or, if
non-existent, created. So far, several different standards already have been implemented and
some of these standards are already used frequently. It is important to regard these standards
and build the EmerGent IT system in accordance to them. A completely new development
would not be preferable, as the EmerGent IT system aims to be compatible with existing
structures and standards.
The Specific Area Message Encoding (SAME) is a very well-known emergency message
format used in Mexico, Canada and the United States, where it is part of the Emergency Alert
System. SAME contains very fundamental information about emergency, which is needed to
protect life and property of citizens.
Another and newer, very common exchange standard is the Common Alerting Protocol
(CAP). CAP has been approved by the Organization for the Advancement of Structured
Information Standards (OASIS) and aims to provide a single and standardized input for
alerting and warning systems. It is compatible with SAME and offers additional data exchange
capabilities. While SAME only contains location, time and the type of event in form of event
codes, CAP additionally offers capabilities such as, updates, multi-lingual messages, more
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detailed geographic location description and some other capabilities important to describe
emergencies (Jones et al. 2010).
Finally, EDXL has to be regarded. The Emergency Data Exchange Language has also been
approved by OASIS and is not only a format for exchanging emergency related information,
but consists of a complete set of tools for different emergency related usages. It functions as a
successor or extension to the CAP standard. The EDXL “Distribution Element” is used to
transmit the general emergency information and can also contain CAP messages. Other
modules allow the management of hospital capacities, emergency patient tracking, resource
requests and situation reporting. (Raymond et al. 2006)
The Humanitarian Exchange Language (HXL) does not represent a format to describe
single emergencies. HXL aims provide a standard to more effectively describe larger scale
emergencies and humanitarian disasters, with special regard to the affected population (HXL
Working Group 2016).
To decide whether a standard or ontology should be used as part of the SMEM ontology,
each had to be assessed and evaluated. According to the proposal for ontology evaluation
published by Zelewski et al., additionally to the mentioned requirements and use-cases, we
also took several other indicators (Zelewski et al. 2001) into consideration. For the evaluation
of the ontologies, that have already been designed for the domains social media and
emergency services, we used an adaption of the MoSCoW prioritization method developed by
Clegg and Barker (Clegg & Barker 2004). This prioritization technique usually categorizes the
requirements into must-have, should-have, could-have and won’t-have. Following this
approach, a set of should-have and must-have criteria were developed in consideration of the
findings of (Zelewski et al. 2001) and a set of 14 requirements that resulted from our work
with citizens and the EAB. This set of requirements especially regarded scenarios for which
the EmerGent IT system is being developed and which concern the communication of
emergency services with citizens. These given requirements can be summarized in several
categories. The most demanded requirement was the possibility to work with different types of
multimedia files. Other requirements described the need to tackle information quality and to
describe events and event types. In addition to this information, a proper integration of posts
from different social networks and the use of metadata, e.g. location, was demanded (Moi &
Rodehutskors 2016a; Akerkar et al. 2016).
To pass the must-have criteria, the ontologies needed to be helpful in fulfilling the defined
requirements for the SMEM ontology, had to be publicly available for use and download and
had to be documented. The outcome was an ordered list of ontologies that passed the
must-have criteria, which helped us selecting ontologies that were suitable for the SMEM
ontology. An overview over all criteria used for the evaluation can be seen in Table 1. Out of
40 evaluated ontologies, the following 15 ontologies and standards were integrated into the
SMEM ontology listed in Table 2.
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Table 1. Criteria for the ontology evaluation (Moi & Rodehutskors 2016a)
Must-have criterion
Concordance with
EmerGent scenarios and
use-cases
Documentation available

Description
Any ontology or external resource used has to help fulfil the predefined
requirements, or enable EmerGent to use the ontology in certain scenarios and
use-cases.
Each used resource or ontology must have a documentation that at least contains
definitions of each component. It would be desirable if the documentation
contained further descriptions as well.
Availability in OWL/RDF Each ontology that will be imported into the EmerGent ontology has to be
downloadable as OWL/RDF File.
This is irrelevant for other external resources, such as certain standards and
databases.
Should-have criterion
Description
Perspicuity
The perspicuity of a resource is defined as good, if the resource is easily
understood by the user. Therefore, definitions and descriptions have to be
complete and have to be available in natural language.
Extendibility
The extendibility of a resource is defined by the possibility to add other
components to the original resource, without the need to change the existing
constructs.
Databases and standards will be checked for their compatibility with other
standards.
Functional/Local
Functional or local completeness is defined as the ability to describe all concepts
completeness
and relations of a field, which the resource describes.
Efficiency
Describes the ontologies ability to give explanations for the represented
knowledge.
This is irrelevant for other external resources.
Minimality
The resource is minimal, if it uses the minimum number of objects to represent
knowledge in comparison to other resources.
This is irrelevant for other external resources.
Generality
Generality describes the possibility to use a resource in many different domains.
Dependencies
Dependencies describes the dependence of a resource on other resources.
This is irrelevant for other external resources.
Precision
Precision demands unequivocalness and selectivity of a resource.
This is irrelevant for other external resources.
Table 2. List of included ontologies (Moi & Rodehutskors 2016b)
Ontology
Name
Abbreviation
CAP
Common Alerting
Protocol
CiTO
The Citation Typing
Ontology
DC-Terms

DCMI Metadata
Terms

EM-DAT

Emergency Events
Database

Description
The CAP standard is used to describe alerts in a standardized way
(Jones et al. 2010).
CiTO allows us to describe referencing of different posts in social
media, e.g. one author cites the post of another (Shotton & Peroni
2015).
DCMI Terms offers a great range of standardized metadata. It is
used to describe metadata of posts and media files (DCMI Usage
Board 2012).
EM-DAT is an online database of disasters, reaching back into the
20th century. It has a very precise categorization of events, which
we used to describe incidents (Université Catholique de Louvain
2009).
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FOAF

Friend of a Friend

BasicGeo

W3C Basic Geo

HXL

Humanitarian
Exchange Language
International Contact
Ontology
Linking Open
Descriptions of
Events
Ontology for Media
Resources
Named RDF Graphs

iContact
LODE
MA-Ont
RDFG
SCOT
SEM
SIOC

SKOS

Social Semantic
Cloud of Tags
Simple Event Model
Ontology
SemanticallyInterlinked Online
Communities
Simple Knowledge
Organization System

FOAF describes relations between persons, such as which people
know each other. In combination with SIOC it is used to describe
social media networks (Brickley & Miller 2010).
Basic Geo describes the most fundamental information about
locations, coordinates (Brickley 2003).
HXL describes additional information for disasters, e.g. number of
people affected or injured (Kessler & Hendrix 2015).
iContact offers many different classes to describe international
addresses. It is used in the description of locations (Fox 2015).
LODE allows us to link information to events (Shaw et al. 2010).
MA-Ont provides a set of descriptive properties for media files and
a mapping of different metadata formats (Michel 2012).
RDFG is used to describe graph structures in ontologies. We used
it to describe a graph for information quality (Carroll et al. 2005).
SCOT describes tagging in the Semantic Web (Scerri et al. 2012).
SEM defines the context of events and describes involved actors
and other properties (van Hage & Ceolin 2011).
SIOC describes the structure of social networks and is used in
combination with FOAF to describe social networks and social
media (Bojars & Breslin 2009).
SKOS defines a data model to describe knowledge organization
systems and is used to describe our ontology (Miles & Bechhofer
2009).

Figure 4 depicts the included ontologies and their general category (rectangular boxes)
which describes with which purpose we use the in the SMEM ontology. Most ontologies that
we included were built to describe metadata information. Metadata in the social web describes
locations, such as coordinates, addresses or countries, time, and post and file specific
information, such as the author, or the file type. Furthermore, metadata is needed to describe
events like single emergencies. In case of an emergency event, the information needs to be
available in common standards, which have to be readable for machines and humans. Here
existing standards for emergency data exchange were regarded and used, such as the Common
Alerting Protocol. Regarding social media, several ontologies that help in describing social
networks in general and user relations were included. Finally, for the description of
information quality, we decided to rely on graphs, which allows us to represent information
quality as a tree with nodes, branches and leaves. This graph-tree structure enables a detailed
description of indicators for information quality and a simple change of indicators and their
weight for the overall information quality value.
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Figure 4. Included ontologies and standards by category

5.1 Incident Classification
The emergency services, the end-users of the EmerGent IT system need to classify
information to be able to evaluate threats. During workshops held with the project’s end-user
advisory board, it became apparent that a classification by threat, consisting of certainty,
urgency and severity, as well as a classification by incident type is a good method for such
classification. Possible disaster types range from natural catastrophes to human made disasters
and each disaster brings about its own properties and available information. We therefore
decided to allow the classification of different types of incidents. These different types of
incidents will allow adding event specific information that can be crucial for emergency
service. An example for this use can be seen when regarding different types of fires. E.g. a
forest fire and an industrial fire are both fires with a certain, equal base of information needed,
such as location, size and citizens affected. Additionally, the industrial fire needs information
about the materials and chemicals involved, as these could influence the methods needed to
extinguish the fire. In addition, the classification makes it possible to use interdependences
between incidents and other entities. This can be used to automatically recognize dangerous
situations in critical infrastructure, such as a fire in a nuclear power plant.
To classify disaster information in a common, standardized manner, we decided to
categorize the incidents according to the EM-DAT international disaster database from the
Centre for Research on the Epidemiology of Disasters (Université Catholique de Louvain
2009), as can be seen in Figure 4. Following the EM-DAT classification, we classify incidents
in natural and technological disasters. Natural disasters cover geophysical, meteorological,
hydrological, climatological, biological and extra-terrestrial disasters. The extra-terrestrial
category describes meteorite, asteroid and comet incidents, as well as space weather, like solar
flares. Technological disasters cover industrial, transport and other incidents that are man or
technology influenced.

6. INFORMATION QUALITY
Although the vast amount of information from social media sites could be extremely valuable
for emergency responders, the services are reluctant to rely their operations on them (Hughes
& Palen 2012). This is due to misinformation that can be found on social media during crisis,
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which so far causes most of the work for emergency services that are represented on social
media. Emergency managers, which already adopted social media as part of their processes
report, that the identification and counteracting of misinformation is one of the most important
factors of their work so far (Latonero & Shklovski 2011; Hughes & Palen 2012). Regarding
the EmerGent project, the question was raised how uncertain, false or unrelated information
could be recognized and handled.
When considering these different kinds of information, three categories of information
quality become apparent: misinformation, unrelated information and other, which is
everything else. Unrelated information describes every information, that is collected by the IT
system, but that is irrelevant for the situation at hand or does have nothing to do with
emergencies. Misinformation has to be divided into two different subcategories itself: false
positives and false negatives (Goodchild & Glennon 2010). False positives represent real false
information, such as wrong rumours, ambiguous statements and lies. The system may detect
an emergency here, when there is none. False negatives represent real emergencies, with no
information to be found concerning these emergencies. E.g. a wildfire in a remote area, about
which no information has been shared. As this emergency is existent, but no information has
been published, the system will not detect an emergency, a false negative.
To tackle this problem in EmerGent, an information quality system was designed as part of
the overall IT system. We developed an approach that regards information quality as a graph,
or tree. The root node describes the overall information quality score, which is calculated from
different criteria and indicators. Each criterion is calculated based on several sub criteria and
indicators, which represent the leaves of the tree. The end-users are able to customize the tree
and the weighting of each criterion and indicator. Next to several indicators within the Tweets
themselves, also other factors, such as the reputation of the source, the closeness to the
situation and the timeliness after the incident are used. In addition, the Tweets are analysed for
semantic information that allows us to draw conclusions regarding the quality of the tweet.
This can tackle the problem of false rumours, but false positives, which cannot be regarded in
relation to a previously known incident and false negatives, where no information is available
about a real incident, are still problems that need to be tackled. (Markham et al. 2015)
The structure of the information quality graph can be seen in Figure 5. As mentioned
before, a tree structure was chosen for the graph, which is made up of criteria, sub-criteria and
indicators. The graph consists of five criteria, understandability, relevance, completeness,
timeliness and believability. Understandability examines how easy a post is to understand for
the reader in an emergency service. This includes the language of the post, as well as a
readability score. Relevancy calculates the probability that a post is interesting for an
emergency service, which is based on the count of keywords and relevant entities, e.g. victims.
Completeness regards the existence of certain indicators to determine whether it contains the
information needed for the use by an emergency service. Timeliness of a post is used to
determine, whether it is up-to-date and therefore could be useful. The believability
measurement not only evaluates if a post itself is potentially true, but also takes the reputation
of its author into account. Believability of a post can be significantly influenced by its
location, the interaction of other users with it and by the existence of media files and URLs
that could support the information in the post.
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Figure 5: Structure of the IQ graph

7. SMEM ONTOLOGY STRUCTURE
Based on the evaluation results and the requirements placed in the ontology as described
before, we designed our SMEM ontology. It unifies several different and already existing
ontologies and extends them to perfectly fulfil its objective, as described in section 4. The
ontology is designed to be easily extendable, which will be useful for possible functionality
extensions in the future. An exemplary use of these relations can be found in Figure 3. It does
not contain all used information and is only supposed to describe the general concept of our
design.
Here a set of posts that was gathered from a social network, containing media files, e.g.
images, gets enhanced with additional information about the quality of the posts. These posts
are linked to a specific emergency alert that contains information about an operation to save an
injured person. The alert also contains emergency related information, like the location, or the
type of an event. With the usage of media files, like pictures, the emergency responders gain
insight into the situation, before even arriving on site. This saves valuable moments that can
be used to save the injured person’s life.
The SMEM ontology consists of six main parts, describing alerts, incidents and events,
social media, information quality, agents and metadata, like locations and time (Table 3). To
describe the relations between these parts, we use semantic relations and properties. These
connections and relations enable us to link information with a lot of other information and to
draw conclusions from these relations.
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Table 3. Parts of the SMEM ontology
Ontology Part Description
Alerts
The alert part defines the usage of the Common Alert Protocol (CAP) alert and an
enhanced alert. Both containing crucial information about a certain emergency, e.g.
location, time, source. The enhanced alert also contains references to social media
sources and media files.
Events
The event part further describes and defines different event and incident types. It allows a
classification according to the specifications of the International Disaster Database (EMDAT), therefore making our results widely compatible and able to handle a huge variety
of different incident types. Later, this ontology will be expanded to contain further
information for specific types of incidents, e.g. special emergency responses.
Information The information quality part defines a RDF Graph used to evaluate information quality
quality
(IQ Graph). Here, different criteria, like trustworthiness, are used to calculate a value that
represents the information quality. Using this value, it is possible to assess each
information and each informant.
Social media &The web part describes social media platforms, online information and user interaction on
the web
the web. Here external ontologies like SIOC and FOAF are used to describe social
networks.
Agents
The agent part describes agents and their respective roles on the web. Persons,
organizations, online accounts, software, etc. can be agents.
Metadata
The metadata part describes standardized metadata that is used to define events. This part
includes but is not limited to the usage and reference of DCMI-terms and HXL.

To ensure interoperability of the IT system, for which the SMEM ontology was created,
with existing command and control software, and to simplify data exchange it was important
to regard existing exchange formats for alert information that can be used in real emergencies.
The Common Alerting Protocol (CAP) standard is a format for exchanging all hazard
emergency alerts and public warnings over all kinds of networks and is already successfully
implemented in several countries (Jones et al. 2010). A CAP Alert has been defined, which is
derived from OASIS’ CAP standard and contains all information demanded by the standard,
to ensure compatibility with real world incidents and to allow for standardized emergency
communication.
Realizing that the CAP standard alone cannot contain much of the information, collected
from social media, e.g. images, and needed for the use of social media data, e.g. information
quality, we decided to extend it. We called this extended alert the “SMEM Alert” and it allows
us to additionally transmit information about social media information and posts that reference
the incident at hand. Also this alert allows us to transmit information that is demanded in other
emergency related data exchange formats, such as EDXL (Raymond et al. 2006). These
SMEM Alerts are also used to generate notifications in the EmerGent IT system. (Reuter,
Amelunxen, et al. 2016)
In addition to the SMEM Alerts, we defined a graph that allows us to represent the quality
of gathered information. Such assessment of information quality for the information gathered
in social networks was one of the major concerns of the EAB. The graph serves as a general
representation of the information quality of a posting and the trustworthiness of a content
creator. Information quality refers to the content of the information received, capturing a wide
range of variables, which are divided into indicators and criteria. Criteria summarize all of its
corresponding indicators. The value of each criterion consists of the value of its sub-criteria
and indicators. The user can decide the weighting of each criteria and indicator individually.
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The following graph (Figure 6) depicts the main classes used in the SMEM ontology.
Many classes have several subclasses, e.g. “Incident” has 80 subclasses, describing different
types of incidents. To allow for better comprehensibility we decided to not depict all classes
and relations in the following figure, but to only show a high-level view of our ontology,
which only contains the main classes and relations. These classes just depict a very abstract
view of the ontology, which is far larger and more complex.

Figure 6. Main classes and relations of the SMEM ontology

In the context of the overall IT system, which is being developed in EmerGent, the
ontology is used to structure the gathered data in a condensed way, which can be used
effectively by the IT system and emergency services. The structuring according to alerts or
situations makes it possible to link mined social media posts, to already existing information
and domain knowledge, thus reducing the overall noise generated during situations and
making relevant information easily displayable. The mock up presented in Figure 2 shows the
IT system’s frontend, which displays the gathered, mined and stored data in our final system.
Emergency services can use this simple interface to view posts from social media and their
corresponding alerts.
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8. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
Ontologies, as a way to categorize and structure information, provide a good basis to build an
IT system for emergency services to for linking social media data with emergency related
information. This paper described the development process of our SMEM ontology, which
will, as part of an IT system, help emergency services to achieve this goal. We intended to
assist emergency services with the efficient use of social media. By designing this ontology
for social media in emergency management (SMEM ontology), we developed the means to
categorize data from social media, associate it with emergency domain knowledge and
interlink it with other information to allow effective semantic querying using SPARQL. To
increase interoperability, we evaluated existing ontologies in the social media area and the
emergency domain. Following this evaluation, we built our SMEM ontology, which provides
the grounds to categorise and link the data and information from social media with specific
emergency domain knowledge and the additional information that is needed to properly
describe an incident and aid the emergency services before, during and after emergencies.
Further, it is planned to include additional standards and to regard research conducted on
this topic in the US. In addition, we plan to extend the ontology in order to include emergency
response and criminal acts, such as terroristic attacks, and to describe incident specific
information about different kinds of incidents. This breakdown with event specific
information would enable us to store information about how to react to certain incidents,
which might be a useful extension in the future. Furthermore, it would be helpful for planning
an appropriate or even automated response. Regarding information quality, further research
has to be done in the field of detecting and handling false negatives in general and false
positives, if the incident was previously unknown.
As our IT system needs to handle high volume data sets in near-real time, we already
started with the technical analysis of RDF storage solutions in terms of scalability. It is
commonly known that dealing with high volume data sets in RDF storage solutions may cause
scalability issues in terms of storage and processing time (Khadilkar et al. 2012). We need to
tackle this issue to ensure good overall performance for our IT system.
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